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"We add more sercuity to the
Brown Hall area because students
start getting in lineto buy tickets,"
Bigelow said that they use the
same basicplan eachyear, but they
adjust the plan to the events taking
place during the present year.
One of the many hassles students
said they are concerned with is the
traffic problem. Officials from the
Office ofAlumniAffairs are
informing alumni of street closings
Avia Terry, a juniorpolitical sci-
Bigelow has three safety tips he
would like students to follow.
"Don't get caught up in the hype
because alumni will come and go;
they have already graduated," he
said. "Enjoy your parties but don't
let it be your last party. Go with a
friend, if you go with a friend leave
with that friend."
traffic around and away from can
pus," Bigelow said.
See SECURITY, Page 2
third trip to
Indianapolis
for festival
A&T makes
By Chad Roberts
Copy Desk Chief
to victory in Indianapolis
PHOTO BYKENNETH CUMMINGS/TSU METER
A&T improved to 3-0 in the Circle City Classic with a
16-3 win over Tennessee State University.
Defense, Watkins spark A&T
REMAKING A CLASSIC
PHOTOS BY CHARLES WATKINS
Students weren't the only A&T
"There were at least threebuses
of students.And they were loud,"
Weitekamp said.
Jeff Weitekamp, the public rela-
tions director for the Indiana
Sports Corporation, said A&T
students made their presence felt
in Indianapolis immediately.
By Chad Roberts
Copy Desk Chief
The Aggie fans finally got what
they had been asking for.
Indianapolis fans didn'tknow.
TSU fans probably didn't care.
OrrickWatkins, known to most
Aggie football fans as 'Rico,' got
his first start of the 2005 season in
Saturday's Circle City Classic
against the TSU Tigers. Itwas
Watkins' first start since 2003,
when he was named thestartin,
quarterback at midseason and
helped guide A&T to the NCA
playoffs.
He picked up another win
Saturday, as A&T defeated
Tennessee State 16-3.
representatives to visit
Indianapolis for the 22nd Circle
City Classic. Ponce Tidwell,
A&T's alumni representative in
the Indianapolis Black Alumni
Council, said it was easy to spot
theA&T contingentat the week-
See CITY, Page 3 Top, the Aggie Dog greets fans in Indianapolis.
Above, SGA president Justin Ramey and Miss A&T
Anisah Rasheed represent A&T during the parade.
African symposium: A conference of the
Sbb CIRCLE CITY, Page U
By Richard Wade
Contributor
Curry
"good" media portrayal
Cobb spoke of the shrinkage o
foreign affair coverage in the IEurope portray the continent of
Tarzan to Mandela: HowAfrica is
Portrayed in the Media," journalists
from Newsweek, The Washington
Post, the Final Call and the like dis-
cussed the wayAmerica and .
business. In the session "From
said
Tuesday began with a continental
breakfast, but quickly turned to all
were adamant about the lack of
Africa
The discussion was lead h
Charlie Cobb, a corres
allAfrica.com, and Gee
the editor in chiefof the NNPA
News Service. Cobb and Currv
The Institute ofAdvanced
Journalism Studies brought Africa
to the campus ofNorth Carolina
A&T State University this week.
The Africa Symposium: "Can What
We Don'tKnow About Africa
Hurt Us?" is a three day symposium
with various sessions. Monday's
"The impact on the teaching pro-
fession has been profound," Moten
theAfrican Diaspora
During the dinner session, Dr.
Sarah Moten, the Chief of the
Education Division of Africa
Bureau for the U.S. Agency for
International Development, spoke
on the topic of "The Untold Story
of Education in Africa."
Rosa Whitaker, president and
CEO ofThe Whitaker Group led
the discussion on debt relief while
Melvin Foote, president and CEO
of Constituency onAfrica talked of
sessions included topics such as,
"Can Debt Relief Ignite Africa's
Economic Engine?" and "The Role
of theAfrican Diaspora in the
Renaissance ofAfrica."
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Campus police ready for homec
THE
By Lenita Williams
Contributor
we use twice as much security at
the stadium as we do for any other
Bigelow said. "For the game day,
one event, one day at a time,"
down into stages; we have to take
"Homecoming for us is broken
both students and alumni safe
homecoming that should keep
Chief ofPolice Curtis Bigelow
has a security plan in place for
"That's not a bad thing for
police because we had to block
thoseroads off anyway and divert
plan
on campus
The closure of a portion of
Bluford Street, between Benbow
and Laurel due to construction
work, will help with the traffic
things happening on campus.
Police officers will also assist with
the homecoming parade.
"We start doing a little more foot
ChiefBigelow said that since the
step show and the concert are
being held off campus they will
help the police staffto focus on
game."
The extra security helps out with
traffic problems. They also have
more foot patrol during the home-
coming football game.
patrol around thatThursday or
Friday because alumni start coming
on campus," Bigelow said. "We try
to be more visible."
he said
Campus News 2
HBCU News 4
World/National News 5
Entertainment 7
|5 Features 8
Business 9
Editorial..... 10
Sports 11
and the large disparitybetween cov-
erage ofAfrican and European
news.
At the roundtable discussion one
of the questions up for discussion
was- "Can it be attributed to
racism?" With the majority of the
American journalists in the room
responding yes, and those from
Sea Symposium. Page 3
Stay safe!
• Never walk alone.• Be alert.• Be aware of your
surroundings.
• Park vehicle in well lit
and busy area.
• Report suspicious
persons and activities.
SOURCE: RESIDENCE HALL 3B0IWWW
Aggies
try to
be next
'Idol'
By NatalyaMonah
Contributor
Hopes ofbecoming the next
American Idol brought many
aspiring stars to the Greensboro
Coliseum on Oct. 3.
Anticipation of the auditions
for the show's fifth season became
the main focus for those this
weekend.
"American Idol" is a reality
show that searches for the nextbig
superstar while showcasing their 'talent to America and beyond.After making its debut in 2000,
the show became one of the high-
est rated shows on television the
heart ofprime time television.
Registration for auditions began
on Oct. 1 and ended Oct. 3.
Before auditioning, those interest-
ed in participating had to print,
out a release form, which con-
tained material such as the depic-
tion ofa person can be used to
defame, embarrass and/or expose
public ridicule.
Candidates began lining up 6
a.m., but were not let in the build-
ing until 8 a.m. Registration
included turning in the release
form, showing two forms of identi-
fication, and obtaining a wrist-
band with a numbered ticket. No
one was able to enter the audi-
tions without a ticket.
Renada Whiting, a sophomore
graphic communication major,'
said she and her friends arrived at
die coliseum at 5 a.m. to register
for auditions. There were 300 peo-
ple in front of them.
On audition day, many people
would find out ifthey were chosen
:o move on to the next round,
rhe doors didnot open until
ibout 8:30a.m.
Whiting said that when every-
one was seated, a producer came
Sea HOLPane 3
Smith served as an accountant
for the budget and planning office
from February 2001 to April
2004.
Prior to coming to A&T, she
served as an accountant for Pactiv
Corporation, Fiserv Inc. and
BB&T.
Smith earned a B.S. degree in
accounting and a B.A. degree in
political science fromthe UNO
Greensboro
A&T SEEKS NOMINATIONS
PHOTO COURTESY OFDR. TAMRAT MEREBA FOR HUMAN RIGHTS MEDAL
7:11pm - 9:00pmOmega Psi Phi Week
Violence in the media.
Merrick Auditorium
By Richard Wade
Contributor
10 p.m. to 2:30a.m,
2nd Annual Alpha Black
and Gold Affair
CLUB 9
LADIES 2 - 4 - $7 B4 11NO SOLID TEES / ATH-
LETIC WEAR / DOO RAGS
Hosted By: Kinetic Group,
CAC Exclusives, Beta Epsilon
Chapterof Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc
Oct. 7
Oct. 8
Oct. 9
1 p.m. to 5 p.m
Gospel Fest
Barber Park
CITY continued from Page 1
SECURlTYcontinuBd fromPage I11 a.mChurch Service
Stallings Ballroom
Oct. 10
A&T professor opens new art
exhibit at university gallery
10p.m. to 2 a.m.
Vegas Night
(those in the Alternative
Life)
Rumba Latina Night Club
122 North Davie Street
The homeless man and the sunflower are only two of the featured pictures in the exhibit by Dr. Tamrat
Mereba. The black and white photos will be displayed in the University Galleries at the Dudley Building
until Oct. 10.
He captured the "Homeless
Man" while residing in
Montgomery, Ala. While taking his
routine Saturday walk, Mereba
observed life and attempted to cap-
displays
"Homeless Man." This art work
For applications, please visit
www.ncat.edu or call 334-7940.
Candidates for the award are
nominated and may be local,
national or international.
Nominations must be received by
Nov. 4 at 5 p.m.
Established by Chancellor James
Renick, the Human Rights Medal
honors individuals whose coura-
geous actions are a reflection of
the extraordinary action against
social injustices that was demon-
strated by the A&T Four.
Past recipients of the medal
include Lewis A. Brandon,
Vincent G. Harding, Rosemarie
Freeney Harding, J. Kenneth Lee
and Dr. Julius L. Chambers.
Any outstanding individual who
humanity is eligible to receive this
has had a positive impact on
award
The award recognizes an indi-
vidual who has endeavored to cor-
rect social injustice and has signifi-
cantly contributed to the better-
ment of the world.
North Carolina A&T State
University is currently seeking
nominations for its Human Rights
Medal.
10 p.m. to 2 a.m
Madd Fridays present Tia's
Birthday Bash
Cheap Seats
3408 Whitehurst Rd.
hosted by Ignited Enterprises
SGATO HOST GOSPEL FEST
10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Red Light Special
Gabriel's
4312 Big Tree Way
hosted by Dapper &
Debonair Entertainment
As Mereba views his photograph
ofa sunflower, he said it shows the
beauty of nature through its veins,
blossoms and the beads of rainwa-
ter on its petals. These divine
details give clues to how life works
"To use a form ofart to express
something is a beautiful gift,"
Mereba said. "It gives you (the pho-
tographer) an unlimitedboundary
to exercise your talent."
Christi Pemberton, Corator of
education atA&T,agrees with Dr.
Mereba's style and is a fan of his
work. Pemberton feels " Dr.
action, and emotion that reflect
Mereba believes that art should tell
a story. She notes his creative use
of landscapes, close-up objects,
He said that color images are a
bombardment ofunnecessary
details
While reflecting on his photo-
graph ofa young girl from
Barbados, Mereba said, "She has a
sentimental factor, rich in grace,
and life, and an extension ofher
personality."
are much more effective when
depicting life.
His love for his art work'and life
is tremendous. Mereba said he
detests drug-store photograph
developers because using the dark-
room is the "fun part."
Mereba's photography will be on
display until Jan. 10, 2006.
relaxed look. It brought on a
She said that the girl from
Barbados expresses a familiar,
warmth as if looking into a photo
album at a family member. Her
look is verypractical and belong-
ing, which expresses her sincerity.
She also added that Mereba,
unlike most artists, looks to the
natural beauty of the planet and its
inhabitants.Traditional art has
relied on sculpture or pain to
express oneself, but Mereba has
used the beauty around him, she
said.
Mereba uses a darkroom to
develop his pictures. Spending up
to seven hours developing his film
can be a tediuos act.
human experince. Pemberton
agrees the " Hornless man"especial-
ly exhibits the fullness of the emo
tion, hopelssness
He said that the man appeared
at an extreme low of "dynamic"
life. Mereba said he believed the
man was an interesting subject
because ofhis hopelessness
To capture his art work, Mereba
uses black and white film because
of its infinite shades of grey and its
ability to focus on the human emo-
tion that surrounds each image.
Despite the majority of film artists
who prefer color images, Mereba
feels that black and white images
ture its essence.
He put himself "in thezone" to
find and record human sentiment.
Upon approaching thecounty
courthouse, he noticed a homeless
man sitting on the steps.
Mereba explained that the man's
presence moved him; the man's
hopelessness was overwhelming
and unwavering.
a human sentiment is the
Mereba said his best portrayal of
His photography art work is cur-
rently on display at the'University
Art Gallery in the Dudley
Building.
Mereba, who has enjoyed pho-
tographyfor many years, studied
advanced photography at the
University ofWisconsin.
He has been capturing many
interesting images throughout his
life. Of the 165 images that Mereba
has taken, 18 will be on display.
Mereba specializes in still- life
photography. He captures photo-
graphs ofpeople in action.
Mereba poses the question,
"What is it to be a human being?"
He said that all people are open to
circumstances beyond their con-
trol.
"Photography is a medium to
professor.
express many aspects of human
emotion," said Dr. Tamrat Mereba,
an A&Tcommunication theory
Participants include the Mime
Group from North Carolina
Central University, A&T's
Syncopation Group, local church
choirs, A&T's Gospel Choir and
Pastor Deitrick Haddon.
This event is free and open to
the public. For more information,
please call Megan Brooks at (540)
7354632 or the SGA office at
(336) 334-7820.
The Fest is Oct. 9 at 1 p.m.and
is in conjunction with A&T's
Homecoming 2005.
The Student Government
Association (SGA) and Essence
Magazine will host a GospelFest
at Barber Park.
compiled by Kassidy Johnson
5 p.m. to 8 p.m
Pep Rally
HollandBowl
9 p.m.
Movie Night
Aggie Stadium
Oct. 11
11 a.m. to 2 p.m
Career Symposium
Stallings Ballroom
hosted by SGA
7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Soul Cafe Poetry Slam
Stallings Ballroom
$5 student, $7 non-student
Oct. 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Fashion Exhibit
Stallings Ballroom
nalism and mass communications
"I know a lot ofout of town peo-
ple are trying to drive as little as
possible; not to mention, they hi-
jackedthe gas prices this year,"
said Da'nah Steele, a junior jour-
ing will not have as many guests
traveling to campus
major.
"This time last year reserved tick-
ets were sold out and I justbought
three," she said. "Last year at this
time, you could only get general
admission tickets."
Some students, however, said
they feel that this year's homecom-
The phone number for the uni-
versity's police department is 334-
7675.
"You can also share a telephone
number so that you know they are
ok," he said.
ence major, said, "The alumni
party more than the students. So
that's who the police officers need
to be more concerned with."
Bigelow said do not leave your
friends behind.
board
SIT COUNCIL
APPLICATIONS DUE
SGA OFFICE
hosted by Freshmen Class E-
Circle City
Classic
• Founded in 1984 byndianapolis Black Alumni
Council
i Attracts more than
150,000 visitors each year
• At least 1,000 high
school students attend
college recruiting fair
» More than $100,000 in
icholarships are awarded
sach year during the week
end's events
"It was easy to pick out all the
Aggies. All the blue and the gold;
it was Aggie Mania," Tidwell said.
Indianapolis resident Ruth
Woods said the beginnings of the
Circle City Classic weekend came
from the civil rights movement.
When the 1964 Civil Rights Act
was enacted, large numbers of
blacks began to move to
Indianapolis and other Midwest
cities to start careers with large cor-
porations like Ford Motor Co.,
General Motors, Chrysler and
pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly.
The corporations looked to his-
torically black universities in the
South for their newhires. The
HBCU graduates based in
Indianapolis formed the
Indianapolis Black Alumni
Council in 1979and hosted an
HBCU college recruiting fair.
The event grew in popularity,
and the Indiana Black Expo got
involved. A football game was
added to the college fair in 1984,
and the Circle City Classic week-
end was born.
A&.T has played in the football
game twice before, beating
Southern University 22-21 in 1994
and a 49-37 winover Tennessee
State in 1997.
As the A&.T representative on
the Circle City Classic's planning
board, Tidwell said planning for
the event started the week after last
Tidwell moved to Indianapolis
10years ago to work for Eli Lilly
and served as theA&T contact
person for this year's events as well
as in 1997.He said that attendance
for this year's football gamewas
lower than in years past because of
gas prices and abusy hurricane sea-
son, but A&T still had a strong
showing during the week.
"We had good representation
throughout all therelevant events,"
Tidwell said.
football clinic, a parade and a $125
per person gala.
7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m,
Fashion Show
Organized Chaos
Carolina Theatre
year s game
"It was pretty much a yearlong
thing," Tidwell said.
Besides the football game and
the college recruiting fair, the week
leading up to the game includes a
Miss Circle City Classic corona-
tion, a golf tournament, youth
Have an event? E-mail
aggieevents@yahoo.com
Weekly
Calendar ews Briefs
Oct. 5 Ac?TAPPOINTS ASSOCIATEDIRECTOR FOR BUDGET AND
PLANNING8 p.m
Omega Psi Phi Week
De Relacion
Webb HallAuditorium
Oct. 6
5 p.m.
AITP Meeting
Craig HallKm 237
6:30 p.m
Millions More Movement
YOUTH SUMMIT
Marteena Hall, rm 220
hosted by The History Club
Tracey E. Smith was appointed
associate director for budget and
planning atNorth Carolina A&T
StateUniversity.
Vehicle Accident
DeHuguley (PVA)
A physical plant employee
made contact with a parked
state vehicle while driving
his state vehicle when trying
to make a right turn into the
DeHuguley Building parking
lot. The estimate cost of
damage to both vehicles is
$1,000.
Trespassing
Aggie Village #3
A female student took out
a criminal trespassing war-
rant against a male student
for entering the residence
after being warned not to.
Price Drive
A male non-resident was
arrested in connection with
possessing a firearm on cam-
pus after a vehicle stop was
conducted on Price Drive.
The non-resident was placed
in Guilford County Jail.
Disturbance
Sept. 26
Aggie Suites
University police officers
responded to Aggie Suites,
buildings E and F, after ref-
erence to large crowds
protesting recent cancella-
tionof co-ed visitation by
the hall director. The crowd
soon dispersed and returned
Intoxicated/Disruptive
Craig Hall
A male, spouse of a staff
member, was arrested and
charged with intoxicated and
disruptive behavior and pos-
session of marijuana. A
female staff member called
University Police when sus-
pect began banging on her
office door and shouting.
The suspect was held in
county jail in lieu of$500
bond
compiled by Tiffany Mallory
The four chosen candidates will
compete by'giving a five- to seven-
Twenty-eight students were inter-
viewed. Of those, only four will be
chosen. The contest will continue
on Oct. 12from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
in the New Classroom Building
(NCB).
NASCAR is offering a scholar-
ship opportunity to college under-
graduates and graduates. The
Department of DiversityAffairs at
NASCAR is willingand ready to
give experience to dedicated and
enthusiastic students at A&T.
Students ofall majors, classifies
tions and career interests were
interviewed on Sept. 9 and Sept.
12 for a general tuition scholar-
ship. The company is giving stu-
dents an opportunity to obtain a
$1,000 scholarship that may
increase to $5,000.
NASCAR wants to increase
exposure through the Department
of Diversity Affairs by keeping the
scholarship open to all students.
Two weeks prior to the inter-
views, officials of the Department
of Diversity Affairs sent out con-
test rules and materials to the
Office of Career Services, presi-
dents of student organizations and
departmental heads to encourage
participation. There were interest
sheets posted for students to sign
up for interviews between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m.
South Africa has become a major
problem that attributes to the
AIDS crisis. The tourism on the
continent has brought many seek-
ing to trade sex for money; some
women claiming that it is their
.ivelihood and very lucrative.
"It is considered un-African to
jse protection," Ito said
Some describe condom usage as
non-masculine and uncomfortable,
plus it goes against people's beliefs
of the use ofbirth control.
interviews
"We're excited aboutworking
with A&T to expose multicultural
students to job opportunities in
our industry," he said.
Jenkins said that for NASCAR
to continue to succeed and to
grow, no other issue is more
important than diversity.
"We are committed to making
our sport, on and off the race
track, look more like America,"
Jenkins said.
NASCAR also has internships
available.
Kiir Knight, senior journalism
and mass comunication major,
interned with NASCAR's digital
entertainment department for two
summers. She worked with
account executives in public rela-
tions and production.
"It has been a great experience
to work for such a large company
that is truly concerned about its
employees, Knight said. "It has
given me invaluable experience
and taught me life-long lessons."
Lindsay Bowen, alumna of A&T,
A&T graduates are helping
A&T students to succeed.
works as an account executive of
diversity affairs for NASCAR.
"Hopefully after this program
more Aggies will get involved with
NASCAR," Bowen said.
Bowen and Jenkins are dedicat-
ed to making.sure students at
A&T are exposed to the many
opportunities that are available
through NASCAR.
minute presentation on one of
four topics: diversity in motor
sports, diversity in corporate
America, women in the driver's
seat or a topic of their choice. The
topic ofchoice has to be approved
by NASCAR officials'.
Brito also called for more
resources. Things such as educa-
tional tools, hygienic-products, and
money are needed in Cape Verde.
Daraja said that he is trying to
improve the economic and social
welfare of the people.
Panguene praised Tanzania's
independence, because it gave rise
to all southernAfrican independ-
Brito said he was concerned with
attracting investors and stabilizing
the economy. "We need more infra-
structures," he said
The panelists were then asked
about specific problems in their
countries
ness out of Africa he said
Ambassador Daraja agreed that
the media depicts Tanzanian citi-
zens as lazy, poor, and stupid.
"People talk as ifwe have no con-
tribution to the global economy,"
he said
Daraja said that Tanzania pro-
duces clothes, coffee, wine and
other items he said
"This game ofblaming one
another is useless," said Panguene
He said that Mozambique is
being left behind due to globaliza-
tion of technology and language.
He also said that it was impor-
tantfor the media to diversify itself
in learning about all ofAfrica and
reaching areas with little or no rep-
resentation "We have problems just as any
other country," said Daraja. "We
do not focus on the bad, but
encourage the good."
When asked aboutAfrican unity,
Brito responded that the union
would take a long tediousprocess.
"We need each others independ-
ence, but we must build it togeth-
er," he said.
Panguene said that there were
problems in liberating the key
countries ofAfrica. He said that
he said
the economy focuses on foreigners
who have carelessly divided the
land. Panguene said that
Mozambique lacks tourists, which
is harmful to the economy. "In
order to realize, you must dream,"
Mozambique's upper class con-
sists of six percentof the popula-
tion. Also, AIDS has ravaged more
than 80 percent of the people that
live in the countryside.
The rural, road-free countryside
extends from the northern to
southernborders ofMozambique,
making travel difficult.Despite neg-
ative perceptions, Mozambique is
civil with its neighbors.
The panel addressed how the
Cold War affecrltiAfrica, and how
violence can stop.
Mozambique," he said
As a result ofPortuguese settlers,
the country onlyhad one universi-
ty. Yet in the last 30 years, six have
been built.
Kassidy Johnson, news editor, con-
tributed to this article
As a correspondent out ofAfrica
during the mid 80's and early 90s,
he had the opportunity to cover
some of the top stories to come out
ofAfrica. The dramatic freeing of
long-time black political prisoner
Nelson Mandela, the ethnic vio-
lence between the Zulu and Xhbsa
factions and bitter rivalries evident
among the South African black
majority groups and white
Nationalist groups all occurred dur
ing his stint in Africa. Although
Davidson was willing to give his sto-
ries to some of the top black maga-
zines of today for free, they still did-
n'twant them. Unfortunately, just
like the national press, the black
press was just as hesitantto accept
Africa stories.
The statement of the session,
however, came from one of the
many journalists in theroom, "If
you are black or a scholar and inter-
ested in Africa, you're suspicious
[to white America]."
The next session "AIDS in
Africa: A Comparison of U.S. and
African Media Coverage," was led
by Eyobong Ita, the interim presi-
dent of the National Associationof
African Journalists and Adam
Ouloguem, the interim vice presi-
dent of the National Association of
African Journalists, the session
AIDS epidemic
media especially in light of the
began with discussions regarding
how Africa is portrayed in the
EvenAfrican music has songs
with such lyrics as, "Be careful,
cause even a condom does drown."
These songs have become synony-
mous withAfrican music.
The problem lies, ofcourse in
the sheer numbers of those infect-
ed with the virus and its incompati-
bility withAfrican culture. Forty
percent of Africa's population has
been affectedwith AIDS. AIDS in
Africa, like everywhere else, affects
people socially the greatest.
Some ethnic groups make a
woman marry a man she hardly
knows and most times it will be the
first man she has ever been in a
relationship with.These women
have no choice in who they marry.
Prostitution in countries such as
The people of Africa despite the
views of.the media, is very diligent
in its war on AIDS. African coun-
tries such asTanzania and Uganda
host AIDS organizations that help
infected parties.
"(It seems that)Africa stories that
make it to print are from televi-
sion," Curry said.
Also on the session agenda was
the question ofwhether or not the
black press is doing its job. An
anecdote from Joe Davidson of The
Washington Post explained just
that.
"At one point in time, television
news followed print news," Cobb
said.
tainment,
"Education is the biggest goal for
Panguene said most of the coun-
try's problems almost always come
from abroad.
ence
"I am not afraid to retire; the
young ones will run the democra-
cy," said Panguene
The evening session consisted of
a panel ofAfrican ambassadors-
Jose Brito ofCape Verde, Andrew
Daraja of Tanzania, andArmando
Panguene ofMozambique. The
event was moderated by Charles
Stith, director of theAfrican
Presidential Archives and Research
Center in Boston University.
Stithquestioned the portrayal of
"How is Africa Portrayed in the-
Media."
"The quality of life is much bet-
ter than people say," said Brito.
The doomed image keeps busf
However, some of the journalists
Said they felt that the condition of
Magic Johnson affects people, espe-
cially young people, in their consid-
eration of the virus. Johnson
revealed he had HIV to the public
in 1995. Some of the journalists
said that Johnson was giving a false
light about thereality of AIDS.
To change the methods of aware-
ness, officials in Africa are showing
the effects ofAIDS as opposed to a
general overview of the disease.
Some officials-believed the images
of morphine dependants and brain
lesions will repel people from hav-
ing unprotected sex.
Panel discusses U.S. Constitution
•PHOTO BY ERICA FRANKLIN
By Brett Harrington
Special to the A&T Register
to sing.
Ifthey liked what they heard
the religious believed they were
through a separate evolution while
part ofa separate creation
"I believe the whole document
shouldbe revised because of the
basic flaws in the fundamentals,"
Graves said
Brown, as part ofher oratory,
introduced sexism along with
She said that the constitution
racism
was sexist and racist because not
only were thereprovision for insti-
tutionalizedracism but also for sex-
first.
journalism and mass communica-
tion major said he was nervous at
Matthew Duckworth, a junior
out to hype them up by singing
"We Will Rock You."
ed to register.
While having faith in his talent,
Duckworth was just going with a
friend to register for support. After
standing in line so long, he decid-
"When I got in front of the pro-
ducers, I was cool," he said. "It let
me know that singing in front of
producers does intimidateme."
"This was not a reality check for
me," he said. Duckworth is well
aware of his capabilities and will
home
and saw you received a yellow
paper and ifnot, they sent you
Stevie Wonder's "Overjoyed," the
producers asked her to sing anoth-
Even though she didnot make it
to the next round after she sang
"They were not picking a lot of
peopje and were not picking talent-
ed people," Whiting said.
science professor.
Millicent Brown, a history profes-
sor; and Claude Barnes, a political
political science professor;
Margaret Dudley, attorney and
The panel discussants were 4
A&T professors fromdifferent edu-
cational disciplines—Joseph Graves,
a biology science professor;
moment of silence.
the poor response to Katrina
Following his speech, he held a
Moseley PhD concluded an intro-
duction on the importance of the
panel's impending discussion as he
finessed into a briefspeech about
As people wandered in late to
the loosly filled New Classroom
Building auditorium, Samuel
The professors discussed the
Constitution and explained how it
has impacted or relates to their
field of expertise.
Court.
The panel session was mediated
by Henry Frye, special guest profes
sor to the department of political
science and former chief justice of
the North Carolina State Supreme
Frye said, "We are (about) to give
Family members and friends wait outside of the 'Greensboro Coliseun for contestants who auditionedon Oct. 3.
IKS continued fromPage 1
Although she could not win the
producers over with Christina
Aguilera's "Beautiful," Brown was
thankful for the chance to audi-
Aleshia Brown, a sophomore ele-
mentary education major, also
auditioned
er song.
Whiting said she and other tal-
ented people that were turned
away felt better after they realized
that most of the people that made
it were in costumes and could not
really sing.
continue to strive
There were 13booths with two
producers at each of them.
Candidates were called downby
section number. They lined up and
the producers asked each of them
"Women in history did not just
advocate for their race but also for
their gender," Brown said.
sexism as it relates to the
The panel discussed racism and
Constitution and advocated that
theyounger generation needs to
push for social change.
Laws are very narrow when it
comes to thedefining the rights of
women. Historicly laws where dif-
ferent for women who were mar-
ried opposed to those who were
not as well as for young and old.
There is no law that designates a
role for all women.
a great experience," Brown said
"It was disappointing, but it was
tion,
ClaudeBarnes spoke next.
Native Americans," he said
"The document written in 1779
was racist and sexist plus it allowed
the genocide of thousands of
Barnes went on to say that the
Constitution was "covenant of
death," a quote of William Lloyd
Garrison.
Barnes concluded that the
"almost democratic" document we
have today would not have been
possible without social crisis. The
labor rights, civil rights and
women's rights movement pres-
sured the government into forming
the document we have today.
Graves agreed that the
Constitution is a racist document.
Graves said thatat the time the
Constitution was written, science
did not designate people ofAfrican
descent as humans but rather as
another creature based on human
form.
He said that scientists of the
time believed Africans were created
tradictionsbetween the
Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution. She said that the
all-men-are-created-equal attitude in
the Declaration was contradicted
by provisions for slavery placed in
the Constitution
"There are threeparticular issues
in the constitution that further
racism," Dudley said
She said that the three-fifths
compromise, the 1807 slave trade
compromise and Article 4 Section
2 in the Constitutionwhich stated,
"No person held to service or
labour in one state, under the laws
thereof, escaping into another,
shall, in consequence of any law or
regulation therein, be discharged
from such service or labour, but
shall be delivered up on claim of
the party to whom such service or
labour may be due;" continues to
influence attitudes of racism.
Dudley also spoke about the con-
some historicalcontext to the con-
stitution," as he permitted Dudley
to initiate the discussion
Dudley began by giving some his-
torical context to the constitution
and then she explained the
Constitution, "...was the organiza-
tional document for the United
States
Despite her entry the themeof
the discussion would not be about
the Constitution as it relates to the
structure of government, but more
about the construction of the
Constitution towards the institu-
tion of slavery.
Symposium continued from Page 1 Police Briefsoverseas saying no, the communica-tion gap was quite apparent
between people in the United
States and people in Africa. The
discussion also focused on the shift
in the media from news to enter-provides
opportunities
NASCAR
By Natalya Monah
Contributor
Sept. 28
Firearm Arrest
Sept. 27
Drug Violation
Aggie Village #4
Two residents and one
non-resident were in viola-
tion of the zero tolerance
policy, due to smoking mari-
juana in their residence.
to their residenceCommon ThreatsSept. 29
Disorderly Conduct
Vanstory Hall
A male non-student was
ordered to leave and not
return to the campus after
displaying a plastic handgun
in his waistband. There were
Riverwalk Apartments
A male student's girl-
friend threatened a female
student. The female student
was threatened after com-
plaining about the loud nois-
es from the apartment.
no injuriesStudents showcased their talent
in front of companies such as
Nextel and Coca-Cola.
Terrance Jenkins, a senior
account executive at NASCAR and
A&T alumnus, also conducted
Fraud
Dowdy Building
A staff member, account-
ing, reported several checks
returned written by a stu-
dent. This case and a prior
case on the student remain
open for investigation.
ment. That means more students
might already be mobilized, he
were being deployed overnight and
theirdeployment papers had yet to
be seen by the office ofenroll-
Amant, the university's vice chan-
cellorfor enrollment management,
some guardsmen and reservists
According to Norman St.
"I know for the most part, my
whole battalion is gone," she said
"And there are three more other
battalions that are there."
Krogal said her entire unit of
400 to 500 guardsmen had been
mobilized to assist in relief efforts
who need, really need my help."
"Or maybe two semesters of
school. But at the same time, I am
kind of excited about it because
I'm going to be helping people
"Then I am going to miss a
whole semester," she said.
means I am going to have to leave
my 3-month-old daughter."
months," Krogal said. "So that
going to be deployed for six
"I kind of have mixed feelings
for the mostpart because I am
One of them, Ledetra Krogal, a
member of the Louisiana National
Guard, said she was uneasy about
postponing school and that she
would also miss her family.
Katrina and Rita
dents who are military reservists
have been called to participate in
relief efforts after hurricanes
Several Southern University stu-
Southern Digest.
Matthew Solomon, a student at
Southern University, writes for the
commitment we make."
comes with a commitment, and
when something like this happens,
you have to go. It's part of the
"The benefits of being a soldier
are great," he said. "Everything
requires commitment.
But for the most part, he said,
anything worth being a part of
Houshyani said certain require-
ments would have to be met in
order to be a part of the program.
"Only ROTC provides a con-
tract to sophomores and above
under the SMP program," said
Cyrouse Houshyani, ROTC schol-
arship and enrollmentofficer.
"The program makes it possible for
students to be placed on a non-
deployable status."
reservists or guardsmen, they are
not eligible for deployment,
according to the Simultaneous
Membership Program, in which
soldiers are members ofArmy
ROTC and either the Army
Reserve or National Guard.
Baker is enrolled in Southern's
ROTC program. Because Baker
and other ROTC cadets are also
ing school."
"I'm fine with it," Baker said. "I
was kind ofanxious to help; it's
just the fact that I would be miss-
about serving.
major from Houston who is enlist-
ed in the Army Reserve, said his
unit was put on alert but had not
been mobilized. However, Baker
said he would have no qualms
Astrodome."
have been feeling in the Reliant, or
would be all right. But it was hard
that first night... I felt what the
people from New Orleans must
"It was hard going down there —the longest that I have ever been
on a bus," said Hopkins. With the
traffic, the normally two-hour trip
took 10hours. "I wasn't scared; I
was just hoping that everything
Station with Texas Southern's foot-
ball team after a game was canceled
in Louisiana. The Florida native
said he felthe would be safe with
his coaches and teammates.
who enrolled at Texas Southern
Hopkins traveled to College
800-plus students among them
Some, like Texas Southern geolo-
gy major Joe Hopkins, came back
with a newfoundrespect for those
displaced by Katrina — and the
return to Houston
After three nights in the arena,
the students left TexasA&M
Sunday morning, Sept. 25, to
attended a few partie:
recreation center and some even
They had access to Texas A&M's
Six school buses took the stu-
dents to College Station, where
they slept on cots in suites at the
Reed Arena and were fed in the
university's cafeteria. The students
never lacked for entertainment.
would never have contact with."
university's Greystone Apartments.
"But it was a chance to mingle and
meetstudents that I ordinarily
sophomore and a resident of the
"Thewhole thing was quite an
experience," said Moses, 24, a
University.
Bridgette Outten is a senior print
journalism major at Texas Southern
thing for me to just stay home."
passingout, running out of gas -- ]
decided that maybe it was the best
"Plus, when I saw the situation on
the highway on the news— people
"Luckily, the hurricane decided
to turn the other way ... it barely
even rained here," Davis said.
stay home
uation area, Davis' parents chose to
house was not in a mandatory evac-
southwest of Houston. Because the
Southern to her parents' house in
Missouri City, about 20 miles
campus apartment near Texas
med/biology major did not leave
the area. She moved from her off-
Even though Davis was worried,
the Houston native and pre-
Katrina., then Rita.
She was forced to run first from
was running from hurricanes."
result of Hurricane Katrina. "I felt
like all I was doing this semester
Louisiana in New Orleans as a
from Xavier University of
Southern after being evacuated
ing her junioryear at Texas
"I was just like, 'not again'," said
Cassandra Davis, who is continu-
were to resume Sept. 28.
enough time to return. Classes
The university initially canceled
classes Thursday and Friday, Sept.
22 and 23, but closed also on the
following Monday and Tuesday to
allow students who evacuated
building and a few downed trees
were the extent of Rita's wrath.
On the main campus in
Houston, broken windows on the
university's unfinished science
university officials
than 10,000students, according to
Texas Southern University weath-
ered the effects of Hurricane Rita
with minimal damage and a safe
and orderly evacuation ofmore
King said. "Wewere able to get
"Texas Southern President
Priscilla Slade was adamant that all
the students stay in one hotel,"
Station. The university selected the
location with help from the gover-
nor's office in Austin, after hotels
as far north as Arkansas said they
could not accommodate the num-
ber of students evacuated.
A&.M Univetsity in College
dents to Reed Arena at Texas
Texas Southern provided trans-
portation for more than 100 stu-
no transportation to get to a place
of absolute safety," said King.
"Our main concern was how to
handle students who were from out
of town or out of the country with
Apartments privatized housing.
Richfield Manorand Greystone
dent housing: Lanier East and
West dormitories, and University
Courtyard, Tierwester Oaks,
HurricaneKatrina inLouisiana,
Texas Southern first closed its cam-
pus, then evacuated all of its stu-
unexpected destruction caused by
Taking no chances after the
ofhere."
an exact science, it was exact
enough that we needed to get out
Editor credits her HBCU education
By Mercy Chikowore
Black College Wire
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Instead, she's reaching millions of
readers through her work in maga-
Burt-Murray, newly appointed edi-
tor-in-chiefof Essence magazine,
imagined a future onWall Street
closing million-dollar deals.
\s a college student,Angela
A reservist, on the corner of Canal and Decatur
streets in New Orleans, was called to duty in
Hurricane Katrina's aftermath.
said. "This doesn't feel like work to
with her readers.
she has an intimate connection
"It's definitely personal for me,
whatI'm doing at Essence," she
Burt-Murray's work at Essence is
important to her because, she said,
black woman's life?" she asked
that you can put in the magazine
that can make a difference in a
a purpose to keep magazines rele-
vant. She wanted to "continue to
make necessary reading for African
Americans," she said. "What is it
zmes
Burt-Murray said that when she
became a journalist, she not only
wanted to write, but to do so with
ideal.
leagues say she manages to fit that
Burt-Murray's friends and col-
friend
"One of the most remarkable
things about Aagela is corporate
and cool can exist in the same per-
son," said Zena Burns, music direc
tor at Teen People and also a
audience is facing.
Burt-Murray said shewants to
tackle the issues that her Essence
Pamela Edwards, Essence fashion
and beauty features editor, said,
"She's extremely professional but
she has a sense of humor; she's not
stiff at all." "One of her biggest
strengths is she was focused 100
percenton thereader at all times,"
Edwards said.
selves available.
such colleges should make them-
Her hiring is important to stu-
dents at historically black colleges
who see her as a trailblazer. Burt-
Murray suggests that students at
Burt-Murray wants to make sure its
pages reflect that purpose. She did
not describe specific plans.
primary target of the magazine,
With the 18-39 age group the
"She is definitely committed to
the growth, development and hap
piness of black people and black
women," Edwards said.
ticular.
HIV/AIDS, diabetes and other dis-
eases that affect minorities in par-
addresses issues such as
wants to ensure that Essence
"Essence is lucky in that it speaks
to different readers," she said. "I'm
really interested in health. We're
facing a variety ofchallenges in the
black community." She said she
prepare for each opportunity as it
presents itself," she said.
magazine companies and to the
American Society of Magazine
Editors, which also provides intern-
ships, she said. "You just have to
Students shouldreach out to
entry level."
"Seize the opportunities that you
have now," she said. "I would
encourage them to look into
internships as early as possible.
Make critical contacts with editors.
It's very competitive to get in [at]
Her first magazine job was at
Black Elegance, a magazine for
black women. Her second was at
Blaze, aVibe offshoot, and then
came bigger projects. She was the
fashion and beauty features editor
at Essence from 1998to 2001, exec-
utive editor at Honey magazine
from 2001 to 2003, and became
beauty director at Teen People in
2003.. She returned to Essence maga-
zine in August, replacing Diane
Weathers as editor-in-chief just
months after the magazine ceased
to be African American-owned.
Time Warner announced it was
buying Essence in January. The
magazine industry has a poor
record on diversity, so Burt-
Murray's hiring at the top was
important not only to her but to
the media as a whole.
A September 2004 article in
Black Enterprise cited studies by
the magazine industry and figures
from the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission showing
magazines to be less diverse than
radio, television, newspapers and
other periodicals. "Lonely at the
Top" quoted Mark Whitaker,
Newsweek editor and president of
the American Society ofMagazine
Editors, who also is African
American: "For magazines to be
relevant, they have to keep up"
with the country's demographic
changes, "and you have to see the
voice and ideas of people of differ-
ent backgrounds reflected in maga-
goals
Hampton, but she says that being a
product of a historically black col-
lege helped her accomplish her
taking a journalism class at
Studying African American liter-
ature was the closest she came to
ness was not her niche.
Burt-Murray, 35, from Pomona,
Calif., graduated from Hampton
University with abachelor's degree
in finance in 1992.She took the
hard road, switching her focus to
journalism after realizing that busi-
zines
After working on police-beat sto-
ries and compiling entertainment
listings in New York, shewas
hooked on writing.
She prepared herself by taking
journalism classes at New York
University. Her journey as a writer
began with assignments at the
Manhattan Spirit, a small New
York newspaper.
Today, she is co-author of "The
Angry Black Woman's Guide to
Life" with Denene Millnerand
Mitzi Miller, who also are editors at
in my presentation skills," Burt
Murray said
national magazines. The trio next
has teamed up for a novel, "The
Vow," coming out in December
Burt-Murray has also contributed
articles to Working Mother,
Parenting, Heart & Soul and
Atlanta CityMag, sometimes writ-
ing about her own family, includ-
ing husband Leonard and children
Solomon and Ellison.
"Going to an HBCU was very
helpful in that I became confident
Angela Burt-Murray, Essence magazine editor-in-
chief, speaks Sept. 17 at a Houston church during
"An Empowering Afternoon of Spiritual Renewal and
Healing for the survivors of Hurricane Katrina."
The "Essence woman" balances
tasks and also makes work fun.
Mercy Chikouiore is a senior at
Claflin University in South Carolina.
First Katrina, then Rita Southern U.
students help
in relief efforts
By Bridgette Outten
Black College Wire
By Matthew Solomon
Black College Wire
illl
storm changed directions. Some of
the mostextensive damage in Texas
occurred in the cities of Beaumont
and PortArthur. Lake Charles and
Cameron, La., also felt the effects
of Rita's 117-mph winds and heavy
Despite projections that Rita
would head straight for Galveston
and Houston, the Category 3
Texas Southern U. students prepare to board the
bus to Texas A&M University on Sept. 22.
PHOTO CREDIT: EARLIE HUDNALL/TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
dangerous storm to head this way
in years. While meteorology is not
Texas Southern's director of com-
munications. "All indications were
that this was probably the most
"The evacuation was absolutely
necessary," said Winifred King,
rams.
For students who had no trans-
portation and nowhere to go, the
university arranged shelter.
accompanied them for safety."
The problems that plagued
accommodations for the students
as well as chaperons —campus
housing employees — and even acouple ofpolice officers that
The normally two-hour trip took
15 hours, according to evacuee
Tenya Moses, a sociology major.
But she chose to look on the bright
side.
Station
journey from Houston to College
Houston's evacuation process over-
all — traffic stalled for miles at a
time, limited access to gasoline, the
sweltering heat— did affect the
JarrettBaker, a junior biology
said.
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Senate Democratic Leader Harry
Reid of Nevada gave Miers a sur-
prisingly warm welcome as well,
agreeing that Miers' real-world
came from conservative activists
outraged that Bush hadn't nomi-
nated a known conservative theo-
rist with strong and predictable
views on constitutional law, in the
mold of Justice Antonin Scalia.
Confirmthem.com, a group
formed to lobby for Bush's judicial
appointments, declined to endorse
Miers. Its Web site noted that
Miers had donated $1,000 to Al
Gore's 1988presidential campaign
The strongest reactions to Miers
PHOTOBY CHUCKKENNEDY run."
U.S. Supreme Court nominee Harriet Miers, right, The initialreaction from most
takes part in a news conference with Senate Democrats was lukewarm, at best
Democratic Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) on Capitol Hill, "We just don'tknow very
Monday, October 3, 2005. President Bush nominated much," said Sen. Charles
Miers to the Supreme Court on Monday to replace Schumer, D-N.Y., who also
retiring Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. opposed Roberts
put future of HBCUs in doubt
House
Constitution and laws of our coun-
try. Harriet Miers is just such a per-
son," Bush said at the White
"I know her heart; I know
unwavering devotion to the
American of grace, judgment and
" ... I've sought to find an
grounds.
"Harriet's life has been character-
ized by service to others, and she
will bring that same passion for
service to the Supreme Court of
the United States," Bush said. "I've
come to agree with the late Chief
Justice William Rehnquist, who
wrote about the importance of hav-
ing judges who are drawn from a
wide diversity ofprofessional back-
rejoin society.
Funding issues
ByLolly Bowean
KRT
conservation campaign
By Kevin GHall
KRT
Ways to Save Energy" and said he
would travel the nation to promote
Bodman announced a new
national campaign called "Easy
mostat and conserve energy as the
coming winter threatens to bring
record prices to heata home. -drive slower, turn down the ther-
Energy SecretarySamuel Bodman
urged Americans on Oct. 3; to
WASHINGTON-In a move
reminiscent of the 1970s,U.S.
four-year term enacting a compre-Administration, a division of theEnergy Department, has predicted
The Energy Information
can expect to see higher energy
costs, higher costs to heat and
power our homes, our schools as
well as our places of business,"
Bodman warned.
America's energy infrastructure in
the Gulf Coast region by hurri-
canes Rita and Katrina, Americans
energy conservation.
"Because of the increasing
demandfor energy and the damage
that has been inflicted on
Yet Carter spent much of his
while touting conservation.
January 1977 that temperatures in
federal buildings be no more than
65 degrees during the day and for
wearing a gray cardigan on TV
President Jimmy Carter, whowas
lampooned after ordering in
come from reluctance to imitate
The decision to avoid targets may
while seeking to conserve energy.
Department spokesman Michael D.
Waldron said it's up to Americans
to determine their comfort zone
it suggest a target temperature for
home thermostats. Energy
But it doesn't set fixed goals for
reducing energy demand. Nor does
office and on the road
mote conservation at home, the
called the Energy Hog, seeks to pro-
paign, complete with a mascot
The Bush administration's cam-
that home-heating costs may rise by
as much as 71 percent this winter
in some regions. Such high costs
for natural gas, propane and home
heating oil will come on top of all-
time high gasoline prices.
American can add up to a tremen-
dous collective effort and can pro-
duce significant results," Bodman
said.
car pooling, using mass transit and
improving home ins.ulation.
"Individual action from every
many state and federal highways,
Bodman suggested driving 55 mph
slower than the sp*eed limit on
voluntary conservation steps.
was similar to Carter's emphasis on
Otherwise, Bodman's counsel
lights and shut off computers when
away from the office.
ordered set at 72 degrees. Staffers
are being reminded to turn off
designing comprehensive energy
policies beyond trusting the market
and providing incentives to indus-
try. But to lead by example, White
House thermostats have been
aren't donningsweaters just yet or
President Bush and his team
hensive energy policy. His policies
helped drive down U.S. consump-
tion of foreign oil, from 48 percent
when Carter took office to 40 per-
cent in 1980,with a reduction of
1.8 million barrels a day.
"My charge is to lead a wounded
community through this devasta-
tion," she said, "and to empower it
torebuild and reclaim an identity
that is so meaningful and old we
that mission
vowed to preserve the school's lega-
cy of nurturing blacks and helping
them start careers. Particularly now,
she said, she must remain loyal to
When Hughes took over the top
position at Dillard in July, she
our reputation is worth saving. We
didn'tearn the reputation for beat-
ing the odds without deserving it.
Students will still want their degree
to be from Xavier. They'll come
back because of it."
But now, all three campuses have
been devastated. Unlike their coun-
campus up and running again."
For years, New Orleans has been
a hub ofhistorically black colleges
devoted to producing black doctors,
scientists, teachers and social work-
ers. Southern, Dillard University
and Xavier University are within 10
miles of each other.
Now it's a mess. It's going to be a
massive undertaking to get this
"The smell is unbelievable," he
said. "It was a beautiful campus.
weeks.
All of the classroom resources
paperwork, books, and research
materials have bathed in water for
around. Trees that once shaded stu-
dents lounging on the yard have
been knocked down. Most of the
grass and greenery are dead.
Colleges and Universities, "which
have 75 percent more success in
The federal government and the
state must value the legacy and his-
tory of the Historically Black
Their survival is critical: All three
specialize in producing hundreds of
black professionals.
schools
leges have started their own drives
to get funding to revive their
Just as city and state leaders have
begun pleading for federal aid and
tax incentives to help bring the city
back to life, leaders of these col-
jeopardy.
Southern rely heavily on student-
paid tuition to function. With no
students, the schools' futures are in
terparts Loyola and Tulane univerr
sities, which have large endow-
ments, Xavier, Dillard and
The floors that used to gleam are
covered in a thick, black slime.
Desks and computers are scattered
Then Hurricane Rita followed
Standing in front of the wind-
beaten, water-soaked, mold-infested
administration building recently,
Robert B. Cannon, Southern's
assistant vice chancellor for admin-
istration, said he doesn't know
where to begin cleaning up.
ment at this campus, Hurricane
Katrina swept in, flooding all of the
college's buildings and sending the
entire student body packing.
NEW ORLEANS-Just as
Southern University of New
Orleans was about to begin classes
for 3,800 students, its largestenroll-
launches national
Energy department
cannot give it up."
r
government aid, private donations
They are hoping to get enough
social work
Orleans for its premier school of
Shreveport, was known in New
Southern, which also has cam-
puses in Baton Rouge and
pharmacists
Xavier University produces more
black doctors than any other under-
graduate college and has educated
one-fourth of the country's black
nized for its nursing program
some of the highest-ranking teach-
ers in Louisiana and is highly recog-
Indeed, Dillard has graduated
graduating its students than main-
stream universities," said Marvalene
Hughes, president of Dillard. The
colleges "have played a significant
role in diversifying the workplace
all over the world," she said.
and alumni support to reopen next
semester and continue offering
higher education tailored for
minorities. Already the schools
have started securing grants, reach-
ing out to private corporations and
leaning on alumni to help them
"There are a lotof questions,"
said Elizabeth Barron, Xavier's vice
president for academic affairs. "But
OrPeans? How will they recruit with
such dramatic destruction evident?
many damaged homes in New
their students in a city with so
clean up the campuses and find
more stable financial footing, they
face other hurdles that could hin-
der them from reopening as soon
as they'd like. Where will faculty
live? Howwill they house all of
reopen
Even as the schools begin to
Bush's pick upsets both sides
By Ron Hutcheson and
James Kuhnhenn
KRT
ward to learning more about Ms.
Miers' qualifications and discern-
ing her judicial philosophy in the
weeks ahead," Allen said in a state-
Sen. GeorgeAllen, who's weigh-
ing a presidential run in 2008 and
therefore needs the favorof con-
servative activists, ducked whether
he wouldback her." I look for-
thusiastic. Two conservative sena-
tors from Virginia exemplified the
cross-pressures many Republicans
felt.
While many Republicans
praised Miers, others withheld
judgment or were noticeably unen-
Reid opposed the nomination
ofChief Justice John Roberts.
have someone like her.
ment.
But his colleague JohnWarner,
chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, hailed Miers
without qualification and congrat-
ulated Bush for "another home
Bush announced Miers' appoint-
ment to succeed O'Connor at 8:01
a.m. EDT, a time that gave him
easy access to the largely female
viewing audience of TV's morning
news shows
The president portrayed Miers,
60, as a female pioneer in the field
of law and a woman whosereal-
world experience would add desir-
able diversity to a court now
stocked with more-abstract intellec-
tuals. In that he echoed the appeal
that Ronald Reagan used when he
picked O'Connor to become the
Supreme Court's first female justice
in 1981.
Like O'Connor, a former
Arizona legislator, Miers has politi-
cal experience and deep roots in
the Southwest. She served on the
Dallas City Council from 1989-91.
She also has a long record of com-
munity service, including work
helps newly released prison inmates
with a Dallas church group that
vative.
The Senate's top Democrat and
top Republican both praised Miers'
selection, but conservative activists
lit a firestorm ofdoubt and criti-
cism, liberal groups voiced disap-
pointment, and many inside players
held their tongues until they could
learn more about her.
Miers, a Bush loyalist who serves
as White House counsel, has no
judicial experience and her legal
philosophy is unknown. Her lack of
a paper trail of legal opinions left
many, right and left, in doubt as to
whatviews she might bring to the
nation's highest court.
The stakes are huge. If con-
firmed, Mor, a key swing vote on
the nine-membercourt, at a time
when the institution is already in
transition, and greatissues of
American law and society, from
abortion rights to affirmative-action
and federal-state relation, potential-
ly hang in the balance.
Throughout U.S. history, about
one-third of Supreme Court jus-
tices came to the court withoutany
previous judicialexperience, includ-
ing the late Chief Justices William
Rehnquist and EarlWarren.
WASHINGTON—In choosing
Harriet Miers, his longtime legal
aide, to be the next Supreme Court
justice, President Bush confounded
partisans on both sides of the liber-
al-conservative divide inAmerican
politics who'd been expecting a
well-known andpredictable conser-
Miers has worked with Bush
since he was elected governor in
1994, serving as an ethics adviser as
he prepared for his move from
Dallas to the governor's mansion in
Austin. She later served as head of
the Texas Lottery Commission and
followed Bush to the White House.
mation about her views on abor-
tion, gay rights, the death penalty,
property rights, civil liberties and
other hot-button issues that are
likely to come before the court.
Miers' lack of a judicialrecord
left many desperate for more infor-
things that we can agree on."
to know that there remain some
a significant failure for the advisers
that theWhite House gathered
around it,'" Pariser said. "It's good
nominee with no judicial record is
information we have now, it
appears thatBush made an
'unqualified choice.' Miranda con-tinued,' The nomination ofa
"Miranda said that based on the
vative coalition oforganizations
working on judicial issues.
tion crossed activists at both
extremes, Eli Pariser, executive
director of the liberal activist group
MoveOn.org Political Action,
endorsed reservations voiced by
Manuel Miranda, chairman of the
Third Branch Conference, a conser-
In one sign of how her nomina-
2000.
In a radio interview, Vice
President Dick Cheney said Bush
knew about those, but also knew
she had become a Bush loyalist by
Democratic Party
and another $1,000 to the
"I think that's a plus, not a
minus," Reid said, a smiling Miers
at his side. "I'm very happy that we
experience is an asset.
her character."
Top Senate leaders seemed to
bless her nomination, though
enoughrank-and-file senators held
their tongues to leave her fate
uncertain. Senate leaders said they
would try to have her cleared to
join the Supreme Court by
Thanksgiving.
"She has demonstrated her lead-
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist,
R-Tenn., expressed confidence that
Miers would win confirmation.
ership, her character, her integrity
in the past. She is a woman who
understands judicial restraint," he
said after meeting with the nomi-
group m an
unconventional
way.
REVIEW BY AMIRA WlLSON
Contributor
moved from fash-
ista has been
Ah yes! Guess
jwho's back? The
resident fashion-
ion sense. Fashion sense in jail?
I'm not sure about that. What does
she have, Dolce and Gabbana
19th. Her attorney said that even
in jail she has maintained her fash-
As everybody knows Lil' Kim is
in jail and has been since Sept.
to maintain the section as well as
she did. So let's get it!
tion and I will have to do my best
Vault did a great
job with the sec-
ment. Jessica De
ion to entertain-
shirts! And start spending money
on something more practical like
them are finished and there is no
hard feeling. I would think that
with all the hating he did, he might
have felt like he was tired ofspend-
ing money on those G-UNOT
According to MTV The Game said
that all issues that he had with
The Gameand G-Unit have
finally squashed theirbeef.
prison issues?
do it after I get my first two or
threepaychecks. "
Even after 10 years, this was still
himself throughout the entire play.
He kept saying to his friends, "I'll
the intermission matched the scene
to represent the era of the play.
Directed by Miller Lucky, Jr. , the
play was meant to be inspirational.
He wanted to make sure that peo-
ple aspire to overcome obstacles
and do whatever it is that they
dream
through Oct 9
The show will run from Oct. 6
Call 334-7749 for ticket informa-
tion and show times
Candra Whitley contributed to this
it was uncanny. Afros were worn in
the first and second acts, set in
1973and 1978, and JheriCurls
were in the last act which was set in
1983.
The costumesreflected the times;
Scott's reoccurring question,
Where'd you say the bathroom
was?" was brilliant in showing his
mental state and how he felt about
his friends apparent success.
The musical selections during
and selling drugs.
The characters' personalities
changed throughout the story. Even
Ed eventually became a lawyer
with an all white firm; Al became a
real estate agent and Charliewent
back to Mississippi.
dream community of Pill Hill
Tony, played by Stanley Ralph III,
chose the salesman route, ultimate-
ly marrying a college professor and
buying a house from Al in their
Marshall, retired from the mill.
Scott, played by Odori Miyako
Hines, continued to work at the ■
mill, but during the last five years
of the story, it seemed as through
he always got mixed up with using
Ed (Parmley) and Al,played by
Ryan Goldsmith, chose to go to col-
lege to make their lives better while
Charlie, played by Anthony
wished he had better
While all ofhis friends appeared
to be doing better, by leaving the
steel mill, Joe was still in the shab-
by basement apartment. He
his excuse
It is that very security thatkeeps
them from doing what they feel in
their hearts. And Joebattled within
Joe's outlook on life reflected the
way many people view their own
lives. They look atsituations and
feel so secure in where they are.
The play was set in Joe's apart-
ment, which deterioratedthrough-
out the play, figuratively displaying
the way his lifewas wasting away.
level, hewas frozen in his life. Joe
was frozen in the past and in com
placency, just likeLot's wife who
was killed by turning back to look
at what shewas leaving behind at
Sodom and Gomorrah.
explained to Joe, that
Ed, played by Justin Parmley,
opportunity for advancement.
change that he turned down every
Damien Lee, had dreams ofmoving
to Pill Hill, but was so afraid of
The character Joe, played by
The six men came together every
five years. A change in their indi-
vidualperceptions of life and them-
selves became more and more evi-
dent.
The cast, which consists of six
theatre students, played theirroles
with conviction. The emotion ris-
ing from the situations and the inti-
macy of the characters allowed for a
great drama with wittycomic relief.
Americans.
They each worked in a steel mill
and had dreams of having white-
collar jobs so that they could live in
the legendary "Pill Hill"- an area of
the most affluent African
when they grew up.
who grew up in a low-class area of
Chicago and aspired to have more
"Pill Hill" by Samuel L. Kelley is
a storyof six childhood friends
Thursday marked the beginning
of the Paul Robeson Theatre's first
production of the year.
By Jason Pugh
Contributor
And then what??
Two words Usher, Not
It is rumored that Usher wants
his old boo, Chili, back. He's even
enlisted Bishop Eddie Long to help
him out. Are you kidding me?
December.
Pimp C, who is up for parole in
jail!!!! Now we're justwaiting on
been waiting,Project Pat is out of
Working for free, justain't for me!
And obviously not Lil' Mo either!
Get it together Ja, pay the lady!
And for all of those who have
Singer Lil' Mo is planning to sue
JaRule, Murder Inc and Def Jam
for $15 million dollars for monies
she never received for her 2001 hit
song "Put It On Me." She also said
that during performances with Ja
he received in upwards of $50, 000
and she received NOTHING.
record label. It's definitely been
three years since their last album.
WE WANT FIELD MOB!
Ludacris' Disturbing Tha Peace
his career
For those of you who miss
Georgia's Field Mob, your wait is
almost over. In November the duo
will release their thirdalbum "3
Light Poles and Pine Trees" on
Aside from working with his
labels, Jeezy is also constructing his
own label: Corporate Thugz
Entertainment (C.T.E.) and has an
act already signed. The United
Street Dopeboys of America
(U.S.D.A.) will be Jeezy's premier
album.
Boyz in da Hood debuted at
number five with their self-titled
His albums have made top rank
on the Billboard charts. According
to defjam.com his solo album "Lets
Get it: Thug Motivation 101"
debuted at number two with
171,747 copies on the Billboard
200.
Jeezy currently has deals with two
major labels. Both labels released
two debutalbums in July.
Diddy later approved the 15
tracks the group recorded, and they
recorded five more after signing.
group signed
Diddy's girlfriend, Kim Porter. He
used this connection to get the
■ • • •
Tm looKing for
mrs. bubble
gum/ I'm mr.
chicosticK/i
wanna duh dun
dun/ OH,/
cause you so
thicKf
- OrL Taffy
Taffy"
According to mvremix.com, Jeezy
gained the attention of producer
Jazze Pha; who in turn spoke to
L.A. Reid, the president and CEO
of Island Def Jam Music Group.
Jeezywas later signed to the Def
Jam record company.
He was known to visit strip clubs
and night clubs to promote his
music. "Come Shop Wit Me" was
Jeezy's first successful underground
album; 50,000 copies were sold.
their manager.
Block formed th
together when tl
introduced to B
\ood.com, the g
Before Jeezy was introduced as a
solo artist he collaboratedwith rap
pers JodyBreeze, Big Gee
and Duke to form the
group Boyz in da Hood
According to th
official website.
Jeezy began to rap.
a studio and no artists
and incarcerated, leaving Jeezy with
were arrested on murder charges
Eventually a couple of the artists
not coming to the studio,
agreeing on various issue and were
Jeezyexplained to ballerstatus.net
that at the time the artists were dis-
called Young Guns Entertainment.
According to USA Today, Jeezy
did not begin his career in the rap
industry as an artist. At the age of
15, Jeezy started a record label
But that was not his initial plan.
dreams ofmany aspiring artists
Born Jay L. Jenkins, this 25-year-
old Atlanta native is living out the
Heralded as hip-hop's newest "it"
guy, Young Jeezy is doing big things
in 2005.
ie of the times
:ure. This is
le for the
"ig to set the
ke up under
f water.At the
f the day,
s life. How we
die this is
that. You
"I can only imagine what it
was like to be there," he said.
Jeezy has taken time to help
Katrina survivors. According to
mtv.com Jeezy, David Banner, T.I,
and Juice, an Atlanta magazine edi-
tor, have asked the people of
Atlanta to fill trucks with goods for
Gulf Coast survivors.
The group will be releasing their
album, "The Movement," some-
.time soon. Whether it wouldbe an
underground or mainstream album
is undetermined.Solo artist Slick
Pulla is also signed to C.T.E.
group
ROBESON THEATRE STARTS SEASON
Word on the
street is...
BY: CANDRA WHITLEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor
ve got to
ain't trip-
.We've got to
1 people start
ebuild their
■e in my life,
seen a day
in my crib I
ire's like 14
:ome together.
acquaintance of
Block was an
taught me a lot
and I kinda stick
thoserules beca
that's all I know
stick to the basic
;ode." Block sail
boyzindahood.a
"I didn'tfolk
no industry guid
lines. The hood
ART COURTSEY OF DONNA BRADBY
"Pill Hill" is the first play of the year at the Paul Robeson Theatre
story
Interested!
Get it Together!
SAY WHAT"?7
xord ing to M.O.V.E. vice pres-
fReconciliation
) presi_nted MPATAPA
MAN Fashions along
ion designs by A&T stu
An Aftai
A(
(M.O.V.E
with Mer
Oymnasn
and fashi'
dents asI
Wedn :sday, the stage in Moore
uift was filled with model:
xternal affairs Rodney
MPATAPA is a Vv
inside the event
\yinde Kwaku Purnell planned
and organized the event.
"The purpose of the event is to
raise money for Aggies CARE for
Katrina victims; to help the 29 stu-
dents and to bring a statement for
African-Americans to build a
stronger bond," he said
relief fund for Hurricane Katrina
According to Purnell, two dol-
lars from every ticket sold was con-
tributed to Aggies CARE, an A&T
victims. Donations were also col
lected
ident
Thori
Afric ymbol meaningreconcilia-
cemaking and pacifica
M.O.V.E. is open to all male stu-
dents and the only requirements
are doingcommunity service and
joining The Big Brothers and Big
Sisters of America program.
"Right now, it is only on A&T's
campus, but we have talked to peo-
ple at Morehouse, Howardand
Central," he said.
M.O.V.E. member, Will
Thompson said that the organiza-
tion is working on the image that
America has of black males.
"It's a unification ofmen to give
black males a positive image,"
Thompson said.
Thomas said this is M.O.V.E.'s
There was also dancing by Hip-
hopcrisy, a local hip-hop dance
team and stepping by members of
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc and
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
"The show was dynamic. We
had a lot of acts and talents. The
point got across; we raised some
money and it was a great turnout,"
Christopher Smith, M.O.V.E.
member, said.
Constance Currie, bags by Khalila
White of K. White Designs and
clothes designed by Purnell of
IMAN Fashions.
The event consisted of modeling
clothes designed by A&T students.
Fashions featured in the show
included outfits designed byartist M.O.V.E. member
Transition
By CandraWhitley
The fashion Hjihtri
Ladies, last week we touched
base on transitioning your
clothes from summer to fall
and I listed a few ways to do
so. And if you hadn't noticed
yet, it is getting alittle breezy
outside.
So take heed to the weather
and the clues that are being
place in your face: SUMMER
IS OVER! You don't have to
put the flip flops away tomor-
row, but think about a storage
spot for them withinthe next
two weeks.
If gypsy-inspiredpieces
topped your summer "to-wear"
list, which for most girls it did,
you'll be happy to know that
come fall, you don't have to
stash these items in theback of
your closet. In fact, it's easy to
take ethnic summer items into
autumn. Here's how:
The PeasantSkirt: To
make this summer-perfect
item look right for fall, try
pairing it with co2y, rugged
pieces. Choose an oversized
sweater in a chunkyknit. Go
for a rich fall color, such as
chocolate brown, rust, or moss
green. Your sweater should
have a slouchy silhouette.
Then add textured tights in a
color that complements your
sweater.
For feet, experiment with a
pair of stacked-heelboots in a
' rich mahogany or camel-col-
oredleather. Accessory-wise,
complete the look with a felt
hat with awide brim, and gold
hoop-earrings.
The Tunic: This was the
summer ofthe tunic. And
while it looked great layered
over a swimsuitand/or paired
with capris, it also works fabu-
lously withskinny jeansfor a
chic but comfortable everyday
look. To up the ethnic flair,
pair itwith piles ofbangles
and dangly earrings.
Beaded ballet slippers will
work before it gets too frosty;
then try a pair of weathered,
cowboy-inspired boots when
the snowstarts.
The Ethnic Accessories:
Summer's big accessories had
a raw, ethnic feel, and included
wooden and shell beads with
gold accents.
For fall, these pieces are still
strong -in fact, they match
nature's palette. To wear them,
you can go two ways: Pair with
fall's ethnic prints or go for
contrast and pair with tailored
pieces.
With ethnic prints, try a
beaded necklace over a wide-
sleeved top. For a more tai-
lored look (and one that's
attention-grabbing, thanks to
the contrast), try oversized
beads over a turtleneck and
boot-cut woolpants, worn with
flat boots and a top-handle
tote. Or, add gold-tone beaded
earrings to a slim, feminine
suit.
What's more, fall's own
accessories have an ethnic
flair. Look for metal and wood-
en cuffbracelets and oversized
pendants and beads in warm
fall shades oforange and
brown.
These items look great over
classic jeans, turtlenecks, and
boots for the weekend; or
peeking out of a wide-sleeved
blouse or from under a tai-
lored blazer for the workday (if
you're working or have an
internship).
Sony guys, I don't have any-
thing for you this week. But.
next week it'sall for you.
I'll have a few fall fashion
items and trends that are sure
to get you noticed around cam-
pus without appearing to be
too "metrosexual" (even
though that's not a bad
thing)...because these days, it's
hard to be an individual on
this campus without looking
crazy!
The Streets are Watching!!
The positive effect of beginning your career with Ernst & Young
is too great to measure.
A greatstart can take you further. At Ernst & Young we've created an environment that's
conducive to personal and professional growth and success. And what we're offering is an
opportunity to learn from some of the best talent in the industry. Become a benchmark
for success. Visit us on the Web at ey.com/us/careers, or look for us on campus.
100BEST
TO WORK FORS
Quality In Everything We Do
v* Hat's JNext: Students use talents for good causefafffashion
By Megan Rowls
Contributor
tion
first semester as a campus organiza-
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What's News-
NFL scouting "combine" in Indi-
anapolis, where prospects are put
through theirpaces infrontof a con-
sortium ofNFL teams.
with teams, visits to
es or at the annual
Spotting Problems
22.6(34
By Sam Walker
STATUS
Philadelphia 23.3 ' 2. Purdue23.2 I 3. BYU
AVG. WONDERLIC
(NO. OF PLAYERS)
25.3(21)
25.2 (29)
Madison,Wis. I 5. UCLA ■A (21)Negotiating with
potential vendors
Negotiating with
potential vendors
22.8 I 6. Oregon
22.6 : 7. Wisconsin 23.2 (29)
22.1 ; 8. Iowa 23(33)
22.8(21)
Tempe, Ariz,
Source: muniwireless.com
:ero tyr.
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By Kevin J. Delaney
CollegeJournal.com
° fiom THE WALL STREET JOURNALAT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• Is it worth paying for resumeplacement on online jobboards?
DOWjQNES
Thousands of timely articles,
What You Need To Succeed salary tables and tools,
plus 30,000+ jobs at the nation's
hottest companies
Choosing between
Hewlett-Packard
and EarthLink
Test Taken in College
TellsFootball Scouts
WhoMakes Grade
How the Scores Stack Up
Here's a look at the averageWonderlic test scores for the top 10 NFL teams and the
NCAA Division I teams whose NFL prospects performed best
21.7
21.7 10.Nebraska
9. Oregon State
23.2 I 3. California
1 St. Louis Rams (2-1)
2. Oakland Raiders (0 3)
3.Tennessee Titans (1-2)
4.Tampa Bay Buccaneers (3-0)
5.San Olego Chargers (12)
6. Dallas Cowboys (2 1)
7. Chicago Bears (12)
8 Carolina Panthers (1-2)
9. San Francisco 49ers (1-2)
9.N.Y.Jets(l-2)
For thecomplete NFL list, go tocollege|ournal.com/special/nfl-pro.pdf(requiresAdobe Reader)
For thecomplete college list, go tocollegejournal.com/special/nfl-college.pdf(requiresAdobe Reader
MobilePro/Neoreach
will provide service
erage is similar to the typical Won
derlic score for hospital orderlies.
(Sorry, GreenBayPackers fans).
23.5 (22)
creatingmismatches
For years, the Wonderlic was es-
sentially given as a wayto spot play-
ers who might have mental deficien-
cies, the way a teammight check for
signs of glaucoma. In the increas-
ingly complex NFL, where it's no
longer possible to stockpile superior
athletes at every position, coaches
don'tbuild their game plans around
stars, but often focus on exploiting
the other team's weakest links by
tig viae, tor instance,
ich player has to know instantly
hat to do, where his teammates
willbe goingand howtoadjustto the
NtL teams are less interested in
w athleticism than a player's abil-
cy to line up correctly and follow the
proper dance steps.If the coachcalls
Run People Over'
Sacramento. Calif. MobilePro/Neoreach
won contract
Minneapolis
CITY
cities are consideringci'
Wi-Fi networks
In the Air
Besides San Francisco, several U.S.
(Answers: six feet, 3)
It seems towork. In six years this
offense has led the team to two Su-
perBowls, set an NFLrecord for to-
tal yards in a season and produced
three MVPawards.
be a sign that a player
"repetition guy," who
ie something over and
over before it sinks in. "You need to
'get it' quick," saysTampa BayBuc-
caneers General Manager Bruce
Allen. "We don't have a lot of pa-
lence in the NFLright now
As for the Rams, the team has a
Harvard graduate at backup quar-
terback, a free safety from Stanford
and a wide receiver named Kevin
Curtis whohappens tohave thehigh-
estWonderlic scorewe found among
active players, a 48. To make this of-
fense tick, lineman have to master
multiple protection "packages," and
somereceivers haveto learnfourpo-
sitions. It's so complex that the
Rams don't even have a playbook:
Mr. Martz calls it a "system book"
instead. "It's like algebra," he says.
"Once you learn the equation, you
can solveproblems."But as the NFL prospers as a
business, with the market values of
top franchises pushing $1 billion,
owners have been turning to
coaches who-promise more on-field
wizardry. Meanwhile, the league's
stricteconomic system, whereevery
Of course, with the exception ofa
few positions like quarterback, intel-
ligence hasn't exactly been consid-
ered a prerequisite for football suc-
cess. In thepast, the job description
of most NFLplayers was something
like kill the quarterback, or in other
cases, run people over. For players
in the most brute positions, the test
results hardly matteredat all.
Though we were able to track
down scores for only 1,021 players,
roughly 60% of those in the 32-club
league, theresults suggest thatpick-
ing the right answer to a question
about the price of apples may mean
that your team scores more touch-
downs. Our smartest four fran-
chises-the Rams, Tampa Bay Buc-
caneers, Oakland Raiders and Ten-
nessee Titans-have each played in
a Super Bowl in the past five sea-
sons. And nine of the past 12 Super
Bowl teams showed up in the top
one-thirdof ourcompilation.
teamis held to the exact same bud-
get for players, has spread out the
talentand rewarded teams thatfind
innovative ways to make the most of
the players they have.
2. RESENT RESERVE - Do
these words: 1) have similar mean-
ings; 2) have contradictory mean-
ings; 3) mean neither the same nor
opposite.
1. When rope is selling at $.10 a
foot, how many feet can youbuy for
sixty cents?
The Wonderlic Personnel Test
was created in 1937andhas beenad-
ministered to more than 120million
people. According to a spokesman
forWonderlic Inc., the company that
provides the test toNFL teams, this
isn't an IQ. test. Rather, it's a tool
that measures how well people com-
prehend problems-and how quickly
they can solve them, as it requires
test takers to spend less than 15 sec-
onds on each, on average, inorder to
finish. Here are two sample ques-
tions (answers atend):
"We've made a religion of it in
the last few years," says Rams
coach Mike Martz. "So long as he
plays at a high level, we'll always
choose a guy that is smarter."
Introduced to the NFL by Cincin-
nati Bengals owner Paul Brown in
the late 1960s, the Wonderlic has
since become a rite of passage. It's
given to college players during pri-
So we decidedto use the numbers
to see if we could figure out which
teamis theNFL's brainiest. Collect-
ing test results fromWeb sites, pub-
lishedreports andpeople close to the
NFL, we verified as many as we
could with agents and teams and
calculated the average scores for
each team.
Each year, far from the gaze of
fans, hundreds of college football
players withambitions to play in the
NFL are herded into classrooms,
handed pencils and asked to take a
12-minute standardized test with 50
questions designed to measure cog-
nitive ability. NFL teams long have
tried to keep the results secret-
even though scores for some top
prospects often are leaked. Now,
some sports obsessives are putting
together databases gleaned from
NFL scouts and other insiders, and
it has become possible for Web-surf-
ing fans to find bootleg test scores
for almost any lowly safety and long-
snapper
On
the football field this sea-
son, the St. Louis Rams
are having a decent but un-
remarkable run. But ac-
cording to one index, the
Rams may have already
laid claim to an unusual title. The
NFL's smartest team.
helping big oil
political flak
The move is boi
companies deflect
amid record profits and puttinfc
considerable pressure on their
competition, especially big-box re
tailers and economy gasolim
chains.
cheaper at branded gas stations ut
erated by companies such asExxon
Mobil or Valero Energy, the na-
tion's largest refiner, than at inde-
pendent service stations. In
essence, these companies are using
big profitmargins from theirrefin-
ery operations to challenge theii
retail rivals
"We've made a decision to lag
[behind] the market," says Mary
Rose Brown, a spokeswoman for
San Antonio-based Valero, whose
station brands include Diamond
Shamrock, Beacon, and Total.
Exxon Mobil, of Irving, Texas, says
retail prices are determined by a
number of factors, including retail
competition.
States Push to Tax
Online Sales
The exam, the WonderlicPerson-
nel Test, has been given to millions
of job seekers in dozens of fields,
and across the broader population
the average score is 21. We found
that the Rams' offense averaged a
27-on a par with chemistsand engi-
neers. The first five players the De-
troit Lions picked in the 2005 draft
had an average of just above 28,
while the Dallas Cowboys' three
quarterbacks averaged a mind-bog-
gling 39, which puts them squarely
in the company of the mental elite.
On the other end of the scale, we
found a winless team whose 19.1 av-
A groupof 18 states is starting a
program to simplify the collection
of sales tax on online purchases,
hoping to tap a huge r
ing out on
stream they've largely been miss
Books on Web
Effort toPut
YahooLeads
The states that have signed on
are Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Ne-
braska, New Jersey, North Car-
olina, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
South Dakota and West Virginia.
Five more-Arkansas, Ohio, Ten-
nessee, Utah and.Wyoming-are in
the process of finalizing the re-
quirements needed to join.
Odds & Ends
The market for digital-music
downloads, spurred by the iPod
revolution, more than tripled in the
first half of this year to $790 mil-
lion, helping to offset a continuing
decline in CD sales and other phys-
ical formats. Digital sales now rep-
resent 6% of the industry total....
Nissan plans to unveil an electric
concept car with a rotating cabin
that could end the need for drivers
toback up.
puter program that can track their
tax rates and the rates, of their lo-
calities and automatically add the
appropriate rate to the bill of every
online purchase. And they have
rewritten laws so that tax cate-
gories that previously differed from
state tostate are more uniform and
less confusing.
The issue is increasingly impor-
tant tocash-hungry states as online
sales skyrocket. A recent study by a
University of Tennessee economist
estimated that states and local gov-
ernments will lose $18 billion in on-
line sales tax in2005.
ByDon Arbour
How tocontact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.corr
• What it's like to be a sports psy
chologist for professional players.
Overall sales of light trucks fell
nearly 18%lastmonth. GeneralMo-
tors and Ford were hit particularly
hard by the shift away from large
SUVs. GM's sales of cars and light
trucks fell 24% from a year earlier,
while Ford sales dropped 19.5%.
At the same time, fallingresale
values for traditional SUVs are
making it harder for car owners
who want to trade for less gas-
thirsty vehicles. The prices of used
sport-utility vehicles have fallen by
roughly 10% in the past few months,
leaving many consumers stuck in
rides they can't profitably trade in.
Big Oil Firms
Curb Pump Prices
Major oil companies and refin-
ers, under attack for their soaring
profits, are restraining prices at
the pump.
The result: Gasoline can be
Airlines Plan
Stingy Holidays
Withfuel prices high and finan-
cial troubles boiling at many of the
nation's largest airlines, travelers
planning tofly in the December hol-
iday season will see even higher
prices than usual. Seats are also
disappearing far earlier this year.
While airlines often raiseprices
during peak travel periods, this
year is expected to be tougher than
most for deal-seeking consumers.
In an effort to cut costs, a number
of airlines arereducing capacity on
domesticroutes. And manyairlines
have restricted the number of
cheap tickets available during the
holiday season. The upshot is that
while in recent years, consumers
could still find bargain prices book-
ing just a few weeks before busy
holiday periods, this year many
flights are already fillingup three
months before Christmas.
"People who hesitate and wait
this year are going to be sorry,"
says Tom Parsons, chief executive
of Bestfares.com. "They may end
up paying double or triple."
The best ways to avoid sticker
shock are to settle for cheaper con-
necting flights, travel on lesspopu-
lar days or fly from secondary air-
ports.
SUV Sales Plunge;
Used Prices Skid
Rising gas prices and a shift to
more fuel-efficient models sent
sales of sport-utility vehicles tum-
bling in September.
Such moves could bring the tele-
com industry an entirely different
business model. For example,
Google generates nearly all its rev-
enue from the small advertise-
mentsit shows alongside search re-
sults and other Web content. By of-
fering consumers free service, the
companycould pressure traditional
providers to slash fees for Internet
access, a growing source of telecom
revenue-when they don't have
Google's ad revenue to make up the
difference, and have large, exten-
sive networks to maintain.
Google unveiled the latest such
effort last week with a proposal to
provide free, wireless high-speed
Internet access in the city of San
Francisco. The service would allow
users to bypass fee-based connec-
tions of cable and local phone com-
panies in favor of wireless links.
Google's bid followed the recent
$2.6 billion purchase by Internet
auctioneer eBay of Skype Technolo-
gies, which provides free peer-to-
peer telephone services. And Mi-
crosoft recently acquired a small
Internet-calling technology com-
pany.
Internet Firms Look
To Telecom Services
Internet companies are making
an aggressive and unprecedented
push into services traditionally of-
fered by phone and cable compa-
nies-threatening to upend the busi-
ness of transmitting voice and
data.
• Why cleaning the gunk off yourcomputer's keyboard could save
your life.
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"There's all sorts of controversy
surrounding in-copyright work," said
Brewster Kahle, founder of Internet
Archive. "Let's at least get the public
domainpublicly accessible."
Consumers will be able to search
the contents of the Open Content Al-
liance's database and download the
entire content of any work, suchas a
Google has run into opposition to
its ambitious plan to scan millions of
books in university and public li-
braries and make their contents
searchable online. The Authors Guild,
a New Yorljr,not-for-profit grouprepre-
senting writers, last month filed suit
against Google in U.S. District Court
inNew York over theproject, accusing
Googleof copyright infringement.
TheOpenContentAlliance's scale,
at least initially, is more modest. Ya-
hoo is funding the scanning of 18,000
books identified by the University of
California system as being part of the
"American canon." They include out-
of-copyright works by Mark Twain,
Edgar Allan Poe, Henry James and
other authors. Alliance partners, in-
eluding thenonprofit InternetArchive
in San Francisco, plan to contribute
books and other multimedia they had
begun scanning and collecting. Other
partners areAdobe Systems, Hewlett-
Packard, Prelinger Archives of San
Francisco, and O'Reilly Media; the
University of California and the Uni-
versity of Toronto; the National
Archives of theU.K. andthe European
Archive inEurope.
The Open ContentAlliance says it
is discussing with publishers and
other content owners how it might
make some traditional copyrighted
content available, including possibly
for a fee
ahoo and a handful ofeduca-
tional andbusiness partners
plan to beginscanning books
and collecting other multi-
media content in a move to
.ML, create a massive online
database that sidesteps some of the
controversy generated by rival
Google's effortsin that area.
The consortium, calling itself the
Open Content Alliance, will begin by
scanning and making available free
online the contents of books that are
out of copyright or licensed under a
looser copyright known as Creative
Commons, the guidelines ofwhichare
set by the nonprofit organization of
the samename.
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community is to have enough people to cover its activi-
ties. We need more help. We accept news stories, poet-
ry, artwork and commentaries that might be of interest
to theA&T community.
Journalism and political science students are
strongly encouraged to get involved, but the Register is
open to all students, regardless ofyour journalistic or
political background.
The only requirement is commitment.
The A&T Register is scheduled to publish 17 more
issues this year. We, the people of the gray box below,
would like to extend an invitation to anyone who is
interested to attend the next interest meeting, on
Wednesday at 5 p.m.
Hey! Are you somebody who reads the newspaper,
but you don't know anything about how the paper
comes together? Are you a journalism or political sci-
ence student who tries to keep up with what's going on
in the world?
This is a growing campus and there is a lot going
on. A good newspaper is like a mirror of the communi
ty it serves. The only way to reflect all the events ofa
Good.Do you see that gray box at the bottom of
the page? With the exception of Brandon Dillahunt
and Mercedes Brooks(the business people) those names
in the box are the people who put the Register together
every week. We work together as a team every week to
produce the best newspaper we can. •
Ml/
Editorials in this column represent the opinion of the A&TRegister editorial board.
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THEY SAID IT
"We're definitely going in that direction."
Head football coach George Small, on whether or not the defense was liv-
ing up to its 'Blue Death' nickname
Guest Commentary
BY YVETTE McGlLL
department in
the Australian
Commission, a
intern at the
Australian Trade
munications
Embassy, is a
( I TAKE \\ ReSft>NS»S«UTY j
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.ustra ian Trade
called, and someone will come to
their rescue. Australians can also
come to the Embassy to get VISAs
trouble with the law while visiting,
then the Australian Embassy is
States. Australians can come and
feel right at home, with many peo-
ple to help them. If they are in
wonderful experience
The Australian Embassy is like a
piece ofAustralia in the United
apartment building, who were from
another reception where we met
other students that lived in our
mingle with congressmen that wete
representing North Carolina, and
to go to. There was a reception in
which we were able to meet and
The UNC in Washington
Program also hosts programs forus
about how they would provide jobs
for people that were stranded and
unemployed after Katrina and give
money to businesses that needed to
be rebuilt.
Hurricane Katrina. The Rev. Jesse
Jackson Sr. was there, but I missed
his speech. The speakers talked
One program I went to was
about rebuilding and helping busi-
nesses that were ruined by
to different government programs
shopping at the mall, going to class,
reading materials for class or going
dancing around and handing out
There is a surprise almost every-
day when I go to. work. One day,
people were dressed up as eggs,
and a reception in the evening.
one was on their toes making sure
that everything was perfect. There
was a full day of programs for him
On Monday, Oct. 3, the manag-
ing directorpaid a visit and every-
work
Working with her is like having a
real job, doing media contact lists
and sending out brochures for all
of the offices, as well as many other
tasks. It is more than a full days'
The communications manager
for the United States works in the
Austrade office in Washington,
D.C. She works hard to get publici-
ty for the Austrade Department.
major cities in America
Washington, D.C. and many other
"It's a unification of men to give black males a positive image."
Will Thompson, member of M.O.V.E. (Men of Valor and Excellence)
everything is going on.
Everything is happening up here
and I'm just lucky to be here while
helping.
connections with important people
is very crucial to finding a jpbafter
graduation and this program is
and mass communications, making
With my major being journalism
While here, I have met many
importantpeople that will help me
get a job after I graduate.
all over the world and part ofmany
differentprograms.
keeping up with current events,
When I am not working, I am
Commission.
experience in the future, interning
at the Australian Trade
I can only imagine what I will
stood outside for about an hour
and then packed up and left.
Another day there were half-
naked people protesting outside of
the Embassy. The girls only had on
panties andheld the rest of them-
selves up with their arm. They
information about eggs and how
healthy they are for you.
There is someone for each specif-
ic thing, such as food, agriculture,
communications and music. There
are "Austrade" offices in Atlanta,
San Francisco, Detroit, Las Vegas,
Australia
Agreement signed by the United
States and Australia in January.
The FTA helps to reduce tariffs
and taxes when importing and
exporting products to and from
because of theFederal Trade
Commission is a department that
works on behalfof Australia
The writer is an A&T student participating in the UNC in Washington program
"It's pretty much a yearlong thing."
A&T alumnus and Indianapolis resident Ponce Tidwell, on the planning
process for the annual Circle City Classic
Gettiir ki unk up on the copy desk
by Chad Roberts
Copy deskchief
a c, not a k.
Like writing, copyediting is a
skill, and it takes time to learn. It's
all about the details. Is the name in
the storyspelled the same way in
the photo caption? Does the photo
tie-in with the stoty? Does the head-
line tie-in with the photo and the
That is what a copyeditor does.
So unless Webster's New World
Dictionary weighs in and trumps
my judgment, crunk is spelled with
thanks."
And so the news editor comes
over to my desk and he sez to me
he sez "good catch" and I sez "yeah,
Bernie, these numbers ain't adding
up, baby" and he sez to me he sez
"lemme call thereporter. I'll call
you back." So he calls me backand
he sez to me he sez "yeah, Mike sez
you right, baby, you right."
have to be onyour P's and Q's
month
award for the best headline of the
Sometimes I succeeded. My head-
line "Tick Tactics," for a story
about Middle Georgia's ticks and
how they bite people, won an
worked on around eight or nine
stories each night and struggled to
write an enticing headline.
what Iwrote
Other times I failed miserably. I
havea long list ofheadlines that
make me groan when I think about
■ The job is mentally challenging
more than anything else. You have
to decide whatis correct, and you
them in the
There was this one time when I
was editing a storyabout the
Macon budget shortfall. I swear,
Macon city finances are in a pitiful
state. That administration wouldn't
know a balanced budget ifit hit
these numbers add up to $1.2 mil-
lion, not $1.4." So he sez to me he
sez "call the metro editor." So I call
So I called mynews editor, Ben,
and I sez to him I sez "hey Ben
Anyway, the reporter wrote that
the city was $1.4 million in thered.
But, when I added the items in the
story, I kept getting $1.2 million.
him up and I sez to him I sez "hey
makes you crazy. I
think it's a little
bit ofboth.
whose copy you
have to edit, a fun
job or a job that
is, depending on
Copyediting
Are the facts in the story in proper
story?
Does the story flow smoothly
from one paragraph to the next? Is
it concise without leaving out the
important stuff? Is the important
stuff at the beginning of the story?life on the copy desk this summer
in Macon, Ga. It was my first sum-
mer away from North Carolina in a
long time. Copy editing was cool.
I experienced
region and meeting new people
while I was pretty much confined
to the copy desk from 4 p.m. until
1 a.m., or whenever the paper came
around the city and surrouncting
areas almost daily, learning the
Eddie was a reporting intern
on the metro desk. He traveled
an unfamiliar town, we went from
complete strangers to homeboys
pretty dam quick.
University student newspaper, 'The
Meter.' As two black-college guys in
My roommate was Eddie Cole
Jr., therecently-installed editor in
chief of the Tennessee State
There were many more ques-
context?
Macon was HOT! tions that I asked myself as Ioff the press.
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The Aggies' defense forced five
pivotal turnovers and scored one
touchdown to set the tone as they
"Just ready to go out there, be
productive and help the team win,"
Watkins said about preparing to
play.
two TSU drives with interceptions
deep in A&T territory.
On offense, A&T got another
100-yardperformance from sopho-
more running back Quante
Speight, who gained 111 yards on
18 carries. Watkins completed four
of seven passes for 23 yards and no
touchdowns or interceptions. He
rushed for a touchdown in the first
A&T head coach George
Small didn't exactly say the defense
was up to thestandards of 2003,
when the Aggies led the MEAC in
nearly every conference defensive
category, but he said Saturday's
defensive effort was a good start.
"We're definitely going in that
direction," Small said.
Lewis scored on a fumble
return. Theron Thomas stopped
A&T's defense played like the
2003 versiorfof 'Blue Death,'
snuffing out TSU scoring threats
with timely interceptions and con-
verting turnovers into points.
Rickie Lewis, the Aggies' all-confer
ence defensive lineman, said assis-
tant coach Alonzo Lee stressed
intensity during practice, and it
paid off on Saturday.
"I think that helped, and it
showed. We showed a glimpse of
Blue Death defense," Lewis said.
"Itwas a good game to get us ready
for conference play."
Third-string quarterback Andre
Davis was making his first colle-
giate start, playing in place of
injured starter Bryson Rosser, who
underwent foot surgery earlier in
the week. Second-string quarter-
back Richard Hartman was injured
Sept. 24 against Florida A&M.
After six plays, the Tigers were
forced to punt. In stepped quarter-
back Rico Watkins, but A&T's first
pass of the game would be credited
to quarterback Roderick Stevens, a
junior college transfer from
Midway, Fla.
The play was a reverse pass.
Stevens snuck onto the field and
lined up as a wideout. When the
ball was snapped, he ran to the
backfield, took the handoffand
threw deep to Curtis Walls, who
was all alone behind the TSU
defense. But, the pass was too
"That's the type ofplay that we
have to have offensively in order to
be efficient," Small said.
TSU failed to capitalize on
their first possession, whenkick
returner JeremyStephens took the
opening kickoff 47 yards and gave
the Tigers field position near mid-
field.
fidence after dominating Tennessee
State in front of 42,000 fans. The
A&T defense caused 5 turnovers,
including Lewis' fumble return.
The offense, despite gaining only
193 yards, held the ball for more
than 35 minutes and committed
only one turnover.
The Aggies will have some con-
The MSU Bears are coming off
a 44-26 loss to Bethune-Cookman.
The Wildcats of Bethune-
Cookman jumped out to a 37-0
lead and never looked back.
In light of the blowout loss,
Small said he expects Morgan State
to be ready when the Aggies roll
into town on Oct. 8.
"We're definitely gonna have
our work cut out' for us," Small
said.
quarter.
Tennessee State fell to 1-4and
will travel to Tennessee Tech on
Oct. 13. The Aggies improved to 2
3 overall and will face Morgan
State University next Saturday in
Landover, Md.
strong.
"Everything was in place except
the throw itself," Small said. "He
just kinda overthrew him."
Small compared the success of
the fake play to a bass biting a
worm but the fisherman unable to
land him on the boat - the TSU
defense took the bait, but the
Aggies couldn't fully capitalize.
"We couldn't reel it in," Small
PHOTOS BY CHARLESWATKINS
Quarterback Orrick Watkins had his first start of the season against
TSU, scoring the only offensive touchdown of the game. The Aggies
got their second win of the season.
"I saw 'em on
my back to the
right, so Ihad to
swerve offto the
left and switch
hands. The rest
was history after
that,"Lewis said.
On the next offensive posses-
sion, Watkins led the Aggies on a
seven-play, 78-yard drive. Speight,
who was named the Offensive
.MVP, had thekey play of the series
- a 57-yard run to get A&T inside
the Tigers' 10;yard line.
Watkins eventually snuck past
the TSU defense for a four-yard
touchdownrun
"I just took what they gave
me," Watkins said. "I saw the
defense overloaded to the side we
were about to rollout to. I just took
advantage ofwhere their weakness
Lady Aggies lose to FAMU
against TSU's running back Javarris Williams
'Blue Death' held the Tiger
offense to a three-and-out on the
nextseries, and A&Tkicker Joseph
Arroyo kicked a 33-yard field goal
to give the Aggies a 10-0 lead.
The next Aggie touchdown
"To have a bad second half like
I had, Iwasn't too pleased with
how I finished up," Watkins said.
Though he said he was happy
with the win and the defensive
effort, he was not pleased with his
second-half performance.
Several TSU players took off in
pursuit ofLewis and nearly caught
him, but the 6-3, 245-pound line-
man got a clue about his pursuers
from an unlikely source - the RCA
Dome video monitor. A quick
glance at the live video and Lewis
changed his route to avoid being
tackled or stripped from behind.
"I saw 'em on my back to the
right, so I had to swerve offto the
left and switch hands. The rest was
historyafter that," Lewis said.
The point-after attempt failed,
but theAggies took a 16-0 lead into
the locker room at halftime.
Neither offense had much suc-
cess moving the ball in the second
half. TSU came out with the more-
came courtesy of the defense.TSU
was at the Aggie 30-yard line and
threatening to score when Davis
fumbled. Rickie Lewis scooped up
the bouncing ball and raced 70
yards for the score
Watkins finished 4-of-7 for 23
yards and a rushing touchdown. In
the second half, he was sacked four
times and fumbled.
Small said he wasn't surprised
to see Hartman' in at quarterback;
and that the defense was ready to
deal with him as well as original
starter Bryson Rosser.
"We were prepared for both, if
not all three guys," Small said.
Hartman led the Tigers to
their only points of the contest, a
30-yard field goal by Eric Benson.
He finished 5-of-13 for 49 yards
with two interceptions
Davis was 5-of-10 with 66 yards
passing. He was picked off twice by
A&T defensiveback Theron
Thomas
experienced Richard Hartman at
quarterback, a junior who started
the last two games. But he had lit-
tle success against a stingyA&T
defense.
By Jamar Davis
Contributor
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ing back.
Afterwards itwas beginning to
be a seesaw battle with the Lady
Aggies Ashley Marsh helping to
give a sigh of relief when her two
points helped tie thegame 13-13,
but four unanswered points by the
Lady Rattlers gave them control of
them the boast they needed to take
control and eventually win the last
game 30-21.
and weaknesses, sound volleyball The final game found the Aggies
was beingplayed. with 3-1 lead over the Rattlers, but
Even though coach Tanio when weaknesses were beginning
Trifonov seemed to be disappoint- to show and the Rattlers exposed
ed with the play ofhis Lady them scoring four points to the
Rattlers, the outcome ended with a Lady Aggies' two points making
30-28 win in favorof FAMU. the score 5-5. With points from
A&T head coach Millicent Adreina Ruiz and a point from
Sylvan said thatFAMU plays con- Maria Andonova brought the score
to 8-5 with the Aggies not answer-sistently.
Thatwas correct when coming
into Game 2 when the Lady
Rattlers opened the with a 5-1
lead, but it was 7-3 with the
Rattlers maintaining. Most of the
Lady Aggies' mistakes occurred
from bad serves. A 2.9 percent hit-
ting percentage byA&T showed
they were not attacking the net in
this game.
The Lady Rattlers Jayli Jackson
30-22
took advantage of her power over
the Lady Aggies' front threeand.
AdrianaKonstadinova filled the
gaps with powerful shots as well.
The Aggies tried to rally back with
assists from Brenden Chatman,
and with the majority of thekills
from Arlene and Darlene Mitchell.
At the end of Game 2 it was not
enough as the Lady Rattlers won
The Lady Aggies were at their
peak against the Lady Rattlers and
appeared to give some competition
in a highly intense Game 1. The
hitting percentages were the closest
in Game 1, FAMU with 30.2 per-
cent and A&T with 30.6 percent.
There were 10ties and 11 lead
changes, giving the Lady Aggies the
swagger they needed to be competi-
tive with the Rattlers. On both
teams no player outshined the
other, because as theywere getting
a feel for each other's strengths
The Lady Aggies (8-9, 3-1
MEAC) were defeated by the
Florida A&M Lady Rattlers (44, 2
0 MEAC) (30-28, 30-22, 30-21) on
Friday in Corbett Sports Center.
A&T was coming offa strong
win against South Caroline State
(4-11, 0-3 MEAC), where they won
in the deciding Game 5 15-11.
Even with a minimal amount of
help, FAMU was able to get the
win against the Lady Aggies, who
had little room to make mistakes.
The Lady Aggies were shutoutby
the Rattlers 3-0.
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